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For the isostructural La, Ce, Pr, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb and Y coordination networks, see: Sun et al. (2004) . For the isostructural Dy, Ho, Er coordination networks, see: QuinnElmore et al. (2010); Buchner et al. (2010a,b) , respectively. For a lanthanum 4,4 0 -bipyridine N,N 0 -dioxide coordination network of similar topology, see : Long et al. (2001) . For additional discussions on Ln 3+ (Ln = lanthanide) coordination networks with aromatic N,N 0 -dioxide ligands, see : Cardoso et al. (2001) ; Hill et al. (2005) . For background information on the applications of coordination networks, see: Roswell & Yaghi (2004) ; Rosi et al. (2003) ; Seo et al. (2000) .
Experimental
Crystal data [Nd(C 4 Table 1 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ) . Data collection: SMART (Bruker, 2007 ); cell refinement: SAINTPlus (Bruker, 2007) ; data reduction: SAINT-Plus; program(s) used to solve structure: SHELXS97 (Sheldrick, 2008 ); program(s) used to refine structure: SHELXL97 (Sheldrick, 2008) ; molecular graphics: X-SEED (Barbour, 2001) ; software used to prepare material for publication: X-SEED.
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Comment
The synthesis of lanthanide coordination networks has been of recent interest due to the potential of the flexible coordination sphere of the Ln +3 metal ions to produce coordination networks with new, unusual, or high connectivity topologies (Hill et al. 2005 , Long et al. 2001 , and Sun et al. 2004 . Coordination networks with both a high connectivity topology and an open framework have potential for applications in areas such as absorption, ion exchange, or catalysis (Roswell et al. 2004 , Rosi et al. 2003 , and Seo et al. 2000 . Aromatic N,N'-dioxide ligands have been attractive candidates for use with Ln +3 cations as the O-donor atoms of the ligand are complementary to the hard acid character of the lanthanide cations (Cardoso et al. 2001 , Hill et al. 2005 , Long et al. 2001 , and Sun et al. 2004 ).
The description of the structure of the title compound is part of a series of consecutive papers on three-dimensional (Buchner et al. 2010a) and Er (Buchner et al. 2010b) , respectively. All four compounds are also isostructural to the previously reported La, Ce, Pr, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb and Y coordination networks (Sun et al. 2004 ).
The asymmetric unit of the title compound contains one quarter of a Nd +3 cation, half of two coordinated pyrazine N,N'-dioxide ligands, a quarter of one perchlorate anion, and a half of another perchlorate anion (Figure 1 ). The Nd +3 cation lies on a fourfold roto-inversion axis. One ligand (O1, N1, C1, C2) is located around an inversion center, and there is a twofold rotation axis at the center of the other (O2, N2, C3, C4). Both chlorine atoms of the perchlorate anions lie on special positions. Cl1 lies on a fourfold roto-inversion axis, and Cl2 is located on a twofold rotation axis. The high atomic displacement parameters for O4 and O5 bonded to Cl2, and the residual electron density around Cl2 indicate that this perchlorate anion is disordered; however, the disorder does not appear discreet. Only O4 and O5 are easily found in positions that agree with the site symmetry of the anion, therefore only one position was modeled.
The Nd +3 cation is coordinated in a distorted square anti-prismatic fashion by eight O atoms from bridging pyrazine N,N'-dioxide ligands forming a three-dimensional coordination network. The network topology is similar to that which is
4.2CH 3 OH} n in that in can be considered as being composed of two sets of intersecting (4,4) nets (Long et al. 2001) . The nets are perpendicular to one another, but they are canted. One set 
Experimental
Pyrazine N,N'-dioxide (0.025 g, 0.223 mmol) was dissolved in deionized water (1.5 ml) and methanol (1.5 ml). An aqueous solution of Nd(ClO 4 ) 3 (0.240 ml of a 0.1167 M solution, 0.028 mmol) was diluted with methanol (0.760 ml) and CH 2 Cl 2 (2.5 ml). The pyrazine N,N'-dioxide solution was layered over the Nd(ClO 4 ) 3 solution, and the two solutions were allowed to slowly mix. Rose colored block-like crystals formed upon the slow evaporation of the resultant solution.
Refinement
All H atoms were positioned geometrically and refined using a riding model with C-H = 0.95 Å and with U iso (H) = 1.2 times U eq (C). 
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Special details
Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes) are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic) treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes. 
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